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Fourier.Mehler Transforms o Generalized
Brownian Functionals*
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Department of Mathematics, Louisiana State University

(Communicated by K.Ssaku YOSIDA, M. J. A., Sept. 12, 1983)

1. Generalized Brownian functionals. In the continuous em-
beddings ScL(R)cS*, S and S* are the nuclear spaces of rapidly
decreasing functions and tempered distributions, respectively. Let p
be the white noise measure on S*, i.e. its characteristic functional is
given by

S*

where I]" is the L(R)-norm. Being motivated by the well-known
Wiener-Ito decomposition of L(S*), Hida [1], [3] has introduced the
following space (L) of generalized Brownian functionals

(LZ) K-),
n=0

where K-) consists of generalized multiple Wiener integrals [2]. An
element in K-) is realized as a distribution on R through the
integral transform if"

()() , exp [<B, ](B)@(B)

=iC() [ f(u, ..., Un)(U)" (Un)dU. du, e S,
J

where f is in the Sobolev space -(n+)/(R).
2. Renormalization. Let T be a finite interval in R. By using

the renormalization procedure, we obtain the following three general-
ized Brownian functionals

1) ()= :exp []B(t)+c B(u)du] :, teT, , ceC, c1/2. The
JT

-transform of is given by

(fff)() C() exp
i-- 2;

(t)+2c--1 r
(u)d e S.

( 1 )exp[cl B(u)Zdu]"ceC’c#l/2"2) +(B)=’H= B(t);
(1-2c)dt r

The if-transform of is given by

1-e ] e-
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zation with respect to/-variable, , c e C, c =/= 1/2. The ff-transform
of a is given by

(c?Ma)(O__C(O exp [ i, (u)(u)du+ C ; (u)du] e .1- r 2c r

3 Main results. Theorem 1 (Generating function).
1

exo Iv :,

Let K denote the kernel function
i (u)B(u)du--

2
K(/,/)-- :exp -s-i-n-r r r

For in (L’)-, we define the Fourier-Mehler transform of by:

()(1=s. K(, B)p(Bldp(B).
The Fourier-Mehler transform is a map from (L) into. itself.
When r=3/2, it is the Fourier transform introduced in [4, p. 423].
When r=/2, it is the inverse Fourier transform.

[ l lr(u)du] "’ teT,eR.Theorem 2. Let ()= :exp 2(t)--
Then its Fourier-Mehler transform is

1 du]()($) "exp [2e’()-- fr $(u) ""
1 1Theorem . Let (): :H, (B(t) 2dr )exp [-- IrB(u)du] ",

t e T. Then its Fourier-Mehler transform is
11.) exp [-- Ir(u)du] ".()():e :Hn((t); 2dr

Ig oll0ws from heorem 8 ha {,;r e R} is a one-arameer
grou aeing on he saee (L) of generalized Brownian funeionals.
oreover, we can define an arbitrary ower of he Pourier ransform

4. Remarks. Consider the one-imensional Pourier ransform
ro.m (R) into itself. Le h() be the normalized Nermite function
o degree . hen its Pourier ransform is given by
his is he motivation for N. Wiener to define the Pourier-ehler
transform 0 [7; 8, . 60] such tha (oh)()=eh().

In Nida’s theory of generalized Brownian funeionals,
is o.ten regarded as a eninuum eordinae system in order o ake
time roagation into account. heorem 8 shows that he generalized
Brownian uneionals
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( 1 )exp [--- rB(u)2du]"Cn-- :Hn\B(t) 2dr
n-0, 1, 2,..., are the infinite dimensional analogues of the Hermite
functions. Moreover, ( ;n_0} forms a basis of the subspace
(L2)" spanned by what P. Lvy [6] called the normal functionals.

More generally, d--exp[c_IB(u)du]d/ c:/:1/2, cun be regarded or-
really as a Gaussian measure on q* with variance 1/(1-2c). Then
B(t) with respect to. d, is a Gaussian random variable with variance
1/(1-2c)dt. Therefore,

1 .) exp [c B(u)du]:Hn(B(t) (1--2c)dt
is the Hermite unction with respect to. d,.

The detailed proofs of the above results and o.ther ormulas con-
cerning Fourier and Fourier-Mehler transforms will appear in [5].
We are indebted to Prof. T. Hida for many helpful conversations.
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